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Why every couple should argue about money
— and how to argue well

Chances are, you and your spouse have a major money issue you argue about
occasionally. Just mentioning the tricky topic can cause the volume to rise and
tempers to ﬂare. Money issues and marital strife both strike hard at the heart.
But, as we explore in our two-part series, money conﬂicts are actually
opportunities in disguise. (PART 1) Why every marriage should have money
arguments — and (PART 2) how to argue about money in a way that will bring
you closer than ever >>

Your October
ﬁnancial tasks
Each month, we offer suggestions to
chip away at your ﬁnancial goals. As
we start the fourth quarter, now is the
time to start year-end planning >>

Friday, November 3, 7:30-9:30AM
Tax reform is happening at all levels of government. Proposals advancing
through Washington are slated to be the most dramatic tax changes in

decades. The state of Kansas completely changed the rules in 2017, and those
with business income will be hit the hardest. You need to be prepared.
Join the Sound Stewardship experts for breakfast on Friday, November 3, to
discuss how business owners are uniquely affected by these changes — and
what steps you can take now to reduce the tax burden. It's a morning you can't
afford to miss.
Space is limited! RSVP now to reserve your spot >>

Our response to the
Equifax data breach
It’s possible that 143 million
Americans had personal information
stolen in the recent Equifax data
breach. Here's how to protect your
data from being misused >>

How aggressive should your investment
strategy be?
There are some interesting questions that purportedly help you determine how
aggressive you should be in your investing: Do you prefer the slow lane or the
fast lane? Like trying new restaurants or prefer the old favorites? There are also
some generic formulas out there, like the classic "100 Minus Your Age." But
these approaches are too simplistic, and overlook the signiﬁcance of this in
your investment strategy. So how does an investor (or their advisor) decide how
aggressive to be? The seven questions we ask as we design personal
investment strategies >>
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